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The History of the NBBKAF 
(as researched by Dr. Ronald L. Jackson II. Updated January 2022) 
 
Grandmaster Kyungwon Ahn trained many students in Seoul, Korea after earning his black belt.  
One of those students was Benjamin Burkes.  Burkes, a soldier in the U.S. Air Force, trained under 
Ahn until earning the rank of Third Degree Black Belt, at which time the Korean war ended and 
Burkes returned to the United States as a Sergeant, and was subsequently hired as an ROTC 
instructor at the University of Cincinnati.  In 1963 Benjamin Burkes (3rd Dan) and Maynard Stanley 
(1st Dan) opened a martial arts school called the University Karate Academy on Jefferson Avenue 
(sometimes referred to as The Jefferson Street School) adjacent to the University of Cincinnati in 
Clifton, Ohio.  Four of the first students were Michael Posey, Joe Thompson, and Charles Emery.  
When Grandmaster Stanley opened his school at Rockdale Temple that same year, Joe Thompson 
and Charles Emery went with him, and two additional students—Kenneth Robinson and Bob 
Harris—joined the school.  Michael Posey stayed at the Jefferson school with Grandmaster Ahn.   
 

 
 
According to the “Moo Duk Kwan Family Tree” in the book Tang Soo Do: The Ultimate Guide to 
the Korean Martial Art (pp. 14-15), there were a large number of students who directly 
descended from Hwang Kee who became ambassadors of Moo Soo Bahk Do Duk Kwan in the 
United States.  Grandmaster Kyungwon Ahn was one of those students who studied directly 
under Hwang Kee. Sgt. Burkes, after having trained under Ahn for so long, knew that the U.S. 
needed the expertise of Ahn and invited him to relocate to Cincinnati, Ohio.  Sgt. Burkes, along 
with his colleague and fellow martial arts practitioner Maynard Stanley, solidified the invitation 
and helped Ahn to get re-established in Cincinnati. It was of course helpful that Burkes’ wife 
worked for the U.S. immigration office and thoroughly understood the immigration process. Ahn 
lived with Burkes until he could establish permanent residence.  
 
By the early 1970s these students had each earned their black belts and additional schools began 
emerging.  In 1971 Ovie Mitchell began studying with Grandmaster Ahn, and continued to do so 
until 1976 when he earned his black belt.   
 



 

 

In this early 1970s period the growth of new martial arts schools in Cincinnati was tremendous. 
Grandmasters Stanley started a school at the Avon Center, and Grandmasters Charles Emery and 
Joe Thompson continued its growth. Grandmaster Maynard Stanley started a school at the 
Pleasant Ridge Community Center, and Grandmaster Kenneth Robinson opened a studio in 
Lincoln Heights. Subsequently, Grandmaster Michael Posey started his own school at the Findlay 
Street Neighborhood House. 
 

 
Photos: Grandmaster Maynard Stanley, Charles Emery, Joe Thompson, Kenneth Robinson, and Michael Posey, respectively 

 
So, under the leadership and with the inspiration of Grandmasters Kyungwon Ahn and Maynard 
Stanley several young Black martial artists were trained and earned black belts in Cincinnati in 
the late 1960s and early 1970s.  Eventually, seeing the need for Black martial artists to learn Tang 
Soo Do and its principles, this evolution led to the founding of the National Black Belt Karate 
Association (NBBKA) in 1973.  This association had two parts: The for-profit NBBKA and the non-
profit NBBKA Foundation (NBBKAF).  
 

  
 
About the Founding of the NBBKA and NBBKAF1 
The nine founders of the NBBKA (in order of seniority) were Grandmasters George Wharton, 
Lamont Turner, Walter Fagan, Michael Posey, John Johnson, Charles Emery, Joe Thompson, 
Kenneth Robinson, and Robert Harris.  The first three presidents of the NBBKA (in chronological 
order) were Walter Fagan, John Johnson, and Michael Posey. 
 
The NBBKA was reorganized in 2004 and the NBBKAF was continued under the leadership of a 
board of directors comprised of ten individuals: Michael Posey, Joe Thompson, Lew Rogers, 
Kimberly Martin, Wali Fard, Eugena Bobb, Jerry Brown, Leonard Muhammad, Erwin McIntosh, 

 
1 This history of the NBBKAF would be severely incomplete without the diligent historical work of Master 
Jerry Brown, 7th Dan.  His copious and detailed notes form the basis for much of our current 
documented understanding of the origins of the NBBKAF and those who helped to shape it. We all owe 
a deep debt of gratitude to Master Brown for this work. 



 

 

and Carlos Thompson.  The articles of incorporation of this foundation explicitly state in Article 
Eight,  
 

We exist to train and extend the philosophies of Moo Duk Kwan Tang Soo Do martial arts 
“as a way of life” – a means of finding balance in one’s life by addressing the wellness 
state of the physical, mental, spiritual, and moral existence of the instructor, the student, 
the home, and the community at-large. 

 
At its height there were over 10 schools in the NBBKA. As of 2017 there are about half as many 
active schools due to retirements of senior instructors; however over 100 black belts have been 
trained in NBBKA schools.  
 

 
 
 


